
Propaganda 11/5/18     Name:___________________________period:_____ 

 

Introduction to Propaganda- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-WpFzTplp28  

 

“If those in charge of our society-politicians, corporate executives, and owners of press and television can 

dominate our ideas, they will be secure in their power. They will not need solider patrolling the streets. We will 

control ourselves.” ( Howard Zinn) 

 

1. What is the meaning/significance of this quotes? 

 

 

 

 

2. What is propaganda? 

A unique type of persuasion tactic that displays three general characteristics: 

A. Propaganda is made ____________________________ by a propagandist for the purpose of 

_________________________individuals into adopting certain ___________________ and 

__________________. 

B. Propaganda presents _____________view of an issue as if it were an 

________________________________. 

C. Propaganda __________________________________ individuals to convince them that the idea or 

action they adopted was one they _____________________through their own 

____________________________________. 

 

3. Is propaganda a good thing or a bad thing? Explain. 

 

 

 

4. What is the difference between propaganda and education? 

 

 

 

5. The History of Propaganda 

A. The word propaganda was first used in ______________ 

B. Pop Greory the XV established the congregation for the propagation of faith (Sacra Cogregatio de 

Propaganda fide) 

C. the main function of the congregation was to____________________ Catholicism against the 

Protestant Reformation 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-WpFzTplp28


6. Modern propaganda emerged in 20th century 

A. Modern propaganda was made possible by the invention of the ________________ and 

_________________, or ______________________ 

B. Which two countries were first to utilize the above blanks in this manner?  

 

 

7. George Creel and Modern Propaganda 

A. Who is Woodrow Wilson and what is his connection to propaganda? 

 

 

B. Creel created a committee called the Committee on Public Information which successfully did what? 

 

8. Political Propaganda  

A. Propaganda used by a _____________________ organization to achieve certain 

__________________ or _________________ ends. 

B. What is Vertical Propaganda? 

 

 

9. Is political propaganda just a bunch of lies? Explain. (7:10) 

 

 

10.  When is propaganda false? When is it true? 

 

 

11. The need for Propaganda: is the average individual better off without propaganda? Explain. 

 

12. Propaganda and democracy- a democracy is based on the notion that the ____________________ 

population has ______________________ on the _________________________ a government 

implements. 

 

13. How does propaganda take away (or reduces) democracy? 

 

 

14. What are some of the dangers of propaganda?  


